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Deliverable 2

0  Failed to hand in this item.
1  Handed in the item, but almost no content, for example, only section heading titles, or simply a few paragraphs of text.
2  Inadequate content, with or without section structure. No coherent argument, no references, paper contains typos and errors.
3, 4  Marginal content, but no clear structure. No clear argument. Poor language construction with many errors.
5, 6  Marginal content. A structured document with section headings and references. There is no clear argument. There are many typos and errors in language and grammar. References are done poorly and inconsistently. There are no citations in the text. There is no overview of the science.
7, 8, 9  Sufficient content. Paper has a clear structure and references. Citations are used and an argument is laid out, but the argument isn't really supported. There are still some typos and errors.
10, 11  As above, although now the arguments are supported. There are still a few typos or errors.
12, 13  As above, with only minor typos. At this level, the paper is a pleasure to read. References correctly cited in the text.
14, 15  Perfect and pleasurable to read. References correctly cited in the text. Bibliography complete.